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          is the modern and sophisticated guide to the best in  
                    fashion, beauty, design, travel and the arts.  
         A visual feast and an unparalleled source of inspiration, 
BAZAAR constantly strives to indulge and excite the readers  
              with great reads, fantastic shopping ideas and 
                   cutting-edge photography. With an eclectic mix of 
global fashion and lifestyle features, and a voice that speaks to  
            a local audience, BAZAAR Singapore is the magazine 
                            for the affluent and discerning woman.  
                                       — Kenneth Goh, Editor-in-Chief
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HARPER’S BAZAAR IS STRATEGICALLY  
DISTRIBUTED AT KEY SPOTS: 

SINGAPORE AIRLINES BUSINESS CLASS, 
KRISFLYER LOUNGE,  

5 & 6 STAR LUXURY HOTELS,  
LUXURY RESIDENCES

LAUNCHED NOVEMBER 2001
ISSUE MONTHLY

COVER PRICE $6.00
SIZE  230MM X 300MM
PAPERSTOCK 100GSM
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*Based on Nielsen Singapore Media Index 2017

*As of November 2018

85% Female
Married (60%)

Aged 30 years & above (75%)
55% PMEBs

Tertiary Educated (75%)
Middle to upper income households

Average household income of $10,333
Private Dwelling (50%)

PRINT THE BAZAAR READER* THE BAZAAR LIFE

SOCIAL MEDIAWEB

Average Monthly  
Page Visits: 2,129,214  

Average Monthly  
Unique Visitors: 260,872 

*Accurate as of November 2018

D I G I T A L 

BAZAAR Art
BAZAAR Junior 

BRAND 
EXTENSIONS

Over 299,872  
stylish, high net-worth 

individuals 

OUR REACH

D A T A E V E N T S

Bespoke reader events
10 events on average per year

30 readers on average per event
Collaborations with luxury brands like Tiffany & Co., 

Bottega Veneta, Coach, Diane von Furstenberg and more

EXCLUSIVE CONTENT PROGRAMMES

Harper’s BAZAAR Asia NewGen Fashion Award

Digital Readership: 21,000

22.4K 45.8K68.2K

4,000+ 
newsletter 

reach



           Smart, sophisticated, fashion-forward, 
                                       well-travelled, cultured, socially active, well-read,  
                    intelligent, discerning, confident and career-driven

1. AVID READER 77% prefer reading hard copy magazines,  
 10% prefer reading them digitally. 

2. AFFLUENT 55% have a household income of $10,001 and above. 

3. WELL-TRAVELLED 87% travel at least once a year for leisure. 

4. FINANCIALLY SAVVY 77% of readers invest in financial products. 

5. HEALTH-CONSCIOUS 80% believe that exercise is an important part of  
 their lives.  

6. AVID SHOPPER 9 out of 10 BAZAAR subscribers shop more than once a week. 

7. SMART SHOPPER 84% of readers will pay more for quality goods,  
 70% select familiar brands while shopping, 70% say ads are the main way  
 to learn about new products

8. OPINION LEADER 80% often get asked for advice. 

9. HIGHLY SOCIABLE 71% dine at restaurants at least once a week. 

10. WELL-GROOMED 70% wear attractive clothing, 55% visited a hair or beauty salon  
 or a spa in the past month, 95% spent on beauty services, products and gadgets. 

THE
BAZAAR

WOMAN

TOP 10 FACTS ABOUT THE BAZAAR READER*

*BASED ON NIELSEN MEDIA INDEX 2016 AND 2017



THE FASHION AUTHORITY
“BAZAAR fashion is all about 
        elevating the everyday;     
     it’s the quest for the ultimate 
indulgence and the desirably chic.  
    With our careful curations and  
considered styling, we give you  
             the most evocative dress,  
   the more provocative swimsuit 
and  the most inviting trouser suit 
              that will make you look,  
    and feel, like a million dollars.  
            BAZAAR fashion takes  
     the ordinary out of your  
                   sartorial dreams.” 
          —Windy Aulia,  
     Associate Creative Director 
             (Fashion and Beauty)



BAZAAR
    “From trendsetting runway faces and breakthrough skincare formulas, 

to the most progressive technologies and therapies in the worlds of  
beauty and wellness, BAZAAR always puts its best face forward  

to bring you the ultimate edit month after month.”  
  —Dana Koh, Beauty Editor

BEAUTY



WATCHES &
JEWELLERY

“Bringing you the very best that  
haute horlogerie and  haute joaillerie 
have to offer, we take you behind the 

scenes of what goes into the making of 
the world’s most decadent creations—  

be it a grande complication that fits 
snugly on the wrist, or a magnificent 
gem to make your heart skip a beat. ”  

 —Charmaine Ho,  
Executive Editor



THE
STORIES

THE NEWS
The definitive word in fashion—from covering product 
launches to commenting on the latest style and news

THE JEWELS & WATCHES
A celebration of decadence with breathtaking gems, 
baubles and the best in horology THE CULTURE

From exotic escapes to decadent dining, a diverse array of 
cultural offerings reflecting a sophisticated lifestyle

THE BEAUTY
Reports on what’s new, what works and what to try 
now in the world of beauty and fitness THE FLASH 

Glamorous parties in town and from around the globe

THE STYLE 
Informative, topical pages that offer an in-depth look at our favourite 
luxury brands, including exclusive interviews with designers
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BAZAAR

JUNIOR
    BAZAAR Junior, published three times a year, 
       is an indispensable resource for stylish mums           
       and mums-to-be. Covering everything  
   from the latest fashion trends for kids to the  
best new toys on the market, to the most purposive 
          children’s activities offered around town,  
   BAZAAR Junior is an indulgent and  
             discerning mother’s essential handbook. 



EDITORIAL 
CALENDAR

JANUARY 2019
Written in The Stars 

FEBRUARY 2019
Sweet & Sassy

+ Spa Awards 2019

MARCH 2019
Heroes & Daredevils 

APRIL 2019
The Pop Issue 

MAY 2019
The Me Issue 

JUNE 2019
The Sports Issue

JULY 2019
The Art of... Issue
+ Hair Awards 2019

AUGUST 2019
Home, Truly 



BAZAAR
Harpersbazaar.com.sg is the essential 
        online resource for fashion, beauty,  
 arts, culture, travel and entertainment.  
          We bring all of the hallmarks 
  of BAZAAR Singapore to a web 
             audience, reaching out to readers,  
fashion insiders, trend and beauty mavens. 
     We take you to all the style capitals of 
the world with just a click and we curate 
the very best in art, travel and culture to 

help readers make stylish decisions, whether at work or play.  
         We give you world-class editorials, on-the-pulse 
commentary and free access to exclusive content—  
            from fashion updates and celebrity fashion news to 
                   beauty solutions and glamorous parties—  
               as quickly as it happens on the world stage. 
    Stay on the pulse of life in the fast lane with  
           just a click of the mouse and a whizz on the iPad.

 —Kenneth Goh, Editor-in-Chief 

WEBSITE



WEBSITE

FASHION
All the latest fashion news, trends 
and shows, told to readers through 
exclusive interviews with the 
designers and influencers shaping 
the world of fashion today.

SECTIONS
WATCHES & JEWELS
A discerning edit of the most 
beautiful timepieces and jewellery, 
along with new trends taking place in 
the world of watches and jewellery.

LIFE
Travel, celebrity 
news, exclusive 
parties and all the 
most on-trend 
music, films and  
art exhibitions  
that one has to  
see and be seen at.

BEAUTY
From the most 
fashionable treatments to 
the most luxurious spas, 
this section highlights the 
best in the ever-changing 
landscape of beauty.

EXCLUSIVES
BAZAAR’s one-of-a-
kind content from the 
magazine, Harper’s 
BAZAAR Asia NewGen 
Fashion Award as well  
as highly coveted 
giveaways.

JUNIOR
Whether it’s the 
best in fashion, 
toys, travel and 
development,  
you’ll find  
everything that you 
need to bring up 
your baby in style.



BRAND
BAZAAR

Harper’s BAZAAR Singapore continues to excite its readers and  
                  trade players with strong initiatives, projects and partnerships, 
steadfastly reinforcing its standing as Singapore’s fashion authority

INTIMATE CLIENT EVENTS
BAZAAR organises customised events for clients, 
bringing out the identity of the brand with its signature 
sophistication, glamour and credibility. BAZAAR  
has collaborated with high fashion brands such as 
Bottega Veneta, Prada, Coach, Diane von Furstenberg, 
Tory Burch, Delvaux and more. 

STR ATEGIC 
PARTNERSHIPS 
l Singapore Fashion Week
l Art Basel
l Art Stage Singapore 
l Affordable Art Fair 
l Boutique Fairs



BRAND
BAZAAR

HARPER’S BAZAAR  
ASIA NEWGEN  
FASHION AWARD
The Harper’s BAZAAR Asia NewGen Fashion 
Award was launched in 2013 with the aim of 
discovering and developing the skills of new 
fashion design talent across Asia.

The regional competition promotes 
creativity while creating the opportunity  
for continued learning through a partnership 
with internationally renowned fashion  
design school, Istituto Marangoni and 
synergistic partners such as Swarovski  
and e-retailer, Zalora.

Each year, participating editions of 
Harper’s BAZAAR recruit, mentor and select 
two finalists, who will then move on to 
compete in the regional stage of the 
competition, held in Singapore since 2014. 
The regional winner of the competition walks 
away with a master’s degree scholarship at 
Istituto Marangoni, as well as a cash prize. 

After the success of its previous editions, 
the Harper’s BAZAAR Asia NewGen Fashion 
Award competition continued its search for 
Asia’s next wave of emerging designers in 
2018, together with Harper’s BAZAAR India, 
Indonesia, Thailand and Singapore.

BAZAAR ACADEMY
BAZAAR Academy is a one-of-a-kind  
creative talent outreach—an initiative born  
out of Harper’s BAZAAR Singapore’s goal of  
engaging with today’s youth, identifying the  
next generation of creatives in Singapore,  
and opening the doors for a future career in 
fashion, media and design.  

Every year, our editors give in-campus talks to 
polytechnic students, and organise curated events 
that provide behind-the-scenes insights into the 
making of our glossy pages and the changing 
landscape of media and fashion.

Fashion design students who’ve enrolled in 
BAZAAR Academy are also encouraged to take  

the next big step by joining the 
Harper's BAZAAR Asia NewGen 
Fashion Award, a regional 
fashion design competition,  
and a signature project of 
BAZAAR since 2013. 

BAZAAR Academy also 
regularly co-hosts events with 
fashion brands such as Louis 
Vuitton, Chanel and Hermès,  
for which student members can 
get exclusive backstage passes 
to get an upclose view of the 
brands’ creative processes. 



ACKNOWLEDGEMENT,  
INDEMNITY AND WARRANTY
All advertisements are accepted and published by the Publisher 
upon the representation that the Advertiser and/or their Advertising 
Agencies are authorised to publish the entire contents and subject 
matter thereof. Advertisers and/or their Advertising Agencies upon 
and by lodging material with the Publisher for publication or author-
ising or approving of the publication of any material, INDEMNIFY 
the Publisher, its servants and agents against all liability claims or 
proceeding whatsoever arising from the publication of the material 
and, without limiting the generality of foregoing, so indemnify each 
of them in relation to claims or suits for defamation or libel, slander 
of title, plagiarism, breach of copyright, infringement of trademarks 
or names or publication titles, unfair competition or trade practices, 
royalties or violation of rights of privacy, and WARRANT that the 
material complies with all relevant laws and regulations and that its 
publication will not give rise to any rights against or liabilities in the 
Publisher, its servants or agents.

SPECIAL POSITION RATES
Where preferred positions and guaranteed  
consecutive right-hand pages are required, 
a 10% loading of applicable rate will be charged

SPOT COLOUR RATES
Where spot colour is required, loading at 
prevailing rates is applicable

AGENCY COMMISSION
A 15% commission is allowed to Accredited 
Advertising Agencies

CANCELLATION CLAUSE
Advertisements withdrawn after cancellation date 
will be charged at full rate

36X
S$

3,320
6,640
2,490
1,990
1,330

7,430
7,300
3,820
3,720
3,720

COLOUR

Full Page
Double Page Spread
Two Column (Vertical)
Half Page (Vertical or Horizontal)
One Column (Vertical)

SPECIAL POSITIONS

2nd Double Page Spread
3rd Double Page Spread
Facing Contents
Facing Masthead
Facing Regular Features

3X
S$

4,290
8,580
3,220
2,570
1,720

9,600
8,440
4,940
4,800
4,800

6X
S$

4,070
8,140
3,060
2,450
1,630

9,130
8,960
4,690
4,690
4,690

12X
S$

3,870
7,740
2,900
2,320
1,550

8,670
8,520
4,450
4,330
4,330

18X
S$

3,680
7,360
2,760
2,200
1,470

8,240
8,090
4,230
4,120
4,120

24X
S$

3,490
6,980
2,600
2,100
1,400

7,820
7,680
4,020
3,910
3,910

Casual
S$

4,520
9,040
3,390
2,710
1,810

10,110
9,930
5,190
5,060
5,060

ALL RATES IN SINGAPORE DOLLARS AND SUBJECT TO GST. FOR MORE DETAILS, PLEASE CONTACT THE SALES TEAM.

ADVERTISING RATES

COVER POSITIONS (only casual rates apply)

Inside Front Cover Spread S$11,290        Inside Back Cover S$4,970        Outside Back Cover S$7,230

PRINT



ADVERTISING RATES
WEBSITE PACKAGE 

HOME SKIN PACKAGE
1. HOME + BAZAAR Exclusives category and  
sub-category* landing pages 
2. BAZAAR Exclusives article pages:
l Skin, Leaderboard (top), Medium Rectangle (1x)
* Does not include NewGen unless otherwise stated
 

FASHION SKIN PACKAGE
Applicable on category and sub-category landing and  
article pages   
 

BEAUTY SKIN PACKAGE
Applicable on category and sub-category landing and  
article pages
 

JEWELS & WATCHES SKIN PACKAGE
Applicable on category and sub-category landing and  
article pages
 

BAZAAR LIFE
Applicable on category and sub-category landing and  
article pages

 

BAZAAR JUNIOR
Applicable on category and sub-category landing and  

article pages 

BAZAAR ART
Applicable on category and sub-category  

landing and article pages 

DIGITAL

RemarksSOVCoverage

4 weeks

 

4 weeks

 

4 weeks

 

4 weeks

 

4 weeks

 
4 weeks

 

4 weeks

$11,800

$10,000

$8,000

$8,000

$6,500

$6,500

$4,500

2 weeks

2 weeks

2 weeks

2 weeks

2 weeks

2 weeks

$8,000

$6,500

$5,200

$5,200

$4,500

$4,500

100%

100%

 

100%

 

100%

 

100%

 

100%

 

100%

1. Rates do not include 
production cost.

2. Full AC applicable. GST 
applicable on production only. 

3. Campaign starts from 1st  
or 3rd Monday of the month, 
and ends on a Sunday.

4. Mobile Splash unit replaces 
the Desktop Skin unit.   
Please submit a mobile splash 
ad for the mobile ad unit.   
1 UV every 6 hours.

5. Rich media ad options 
available with 20% loading 
per unit. 
l Rich media ad units available: 
Expandable Leaderboard/
billboard,  Expandable Medium 
Rectangle/Half-Page,  
Videos on ad unit.   
l Only 1x rich media banner 
applicable for each campaign 

6. Billboard/Half-Page Ad Unit: 
l Option to upgrade Desktop 
Leaderboard to a Billboard  
OR MPU to a HPU with  
a 10% loading of skin campaign 
cost per unit: 
a) Leaderboard to a billboard  
b) MPU with a Half-page unit  

7. Frequency discount -  
10% for 8 weeks

RatesDuration Rates Duration

NA

20% loading applies to March, April, May, September, October

20% loading applies to March, April, May, September, October

20% loading applies to March, April, May, September, October

Desktop: Skin, Leaderboard (top+bottom), 
Medium Rectangle (MPU1)
Mobile: Splash, Medium Rectangle (1x), Mobile 
Leaderboard (2x - Top and Bottom)

Desktop: Skin, Leaderboard (top+bottom), 
Medium Rectangle (MPU1)
Mobile: Splash, Medium Rectangle (1x), Mobile 
Leaderboard (2x - Top and Bottom)

Desktop: Skin, Leaderboard (top*+bottom), 
Medium Rectangle (1x)
Mobile: Splash, Medium Rectangle (1x), Mobile 
Leaderboard (2x - Top and Bottom)

Desktop: Skin, Leaderboard (top*+bottom), 
Medium Rectangle (1x)
Mobile: Splash, Medium Rectangle (1x), Mobile 
Leaderboard (2x - Top and Bottom)

Desktop: Skin, Leaderboard (top*+bottom), 
Medium Rectangle (1x)
Mobile: Splash, Medium Rectangle (1x), Mobile 
Leaderboard (2x - Top and Bottom)

Desktop: Skin, Leaderboard (top*+bottom), 
Medium Rectangle (1x)
Mobile: Splash, Medium Rectangle (1x), Mobile 
Leaderboard (2x - Top and Bottom)

Desktop: Skin, Leaderboard (top*+bottom), 
Medium Rectangle (1x)
Mobile: Splash, Medium Rectangle (1x), Mobile 
Leaderboard (2x - Top and Bottom)



l Gallery or Video button on replicated 
print ad

l Video file of max 5MB
l Up to 10 images, total file size of 5MB

ADVERTISING RATES
DIGITAL

l Content to be produced by Harper’s BAZAAR Singapore  
l AC applicable on $1,600. GST application on  
production only 
l Option to include a video (embed video provided  
by client) at $500

WEBSITE PACKAGE RemarksSOV RatesDuration Rates Duration

l By invitation, subjected to editorial approval
l Content to be produced by Harper’s BAZAAR Singapore 
l AC applicable on $1,600. GST application on production only 
l Option to include a video (embed video provided by client) 
at $500

Full AC applicable 

l Position: ROS - premium positions subjected to 
availability and 10% or 20% Position loading
l Full AC applicable

l Min. of 6pp content 
l Conversion fee $1,000 applies if booklet is not bundled 
with Harper's BAZAAR print magazine
l Full AC applicable

l AC applicable on $800 
l GST applicable on production only
l $500 loading for additonal pictures/gallery (up to 15 images)  
l Option to include a video (embed video provided  
by client) at $500

DIGITAL NEWSSTAND (DIGITAL TABLET)
On Harper’s BAZAAR digital newsstand

l AC applicable on $800 
l GST applicable on production only  
l $500 loading for additional pictures/gallery  
(up to 15 images) 
l Option to include a video (embed video provided by  
client) at $500*Does not apply for awards/templated print advertorials

SPONSORED POST (REPLICATED FROM PRINT*)
Replicated content from print advertorial, includes: 

NA 

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

 
NA

4 weeks

4 weeks

4 weeks

4 weeks

1 issue

1 issue

4 weeks

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

$3,500 

$4,500

$3,500

$6,500

$2,000

$2,200

$8,800

l Featured on home page sidebar for 1 week
l Featured on category sidebar for 4 weeks
l Option to include Gallery

l Facebook post x 1
l Post live on site for 12 months

l A1 insertion in Harper’s BAZAAR  
digital magazine
l Pin on home page for 3 days
l Pin on category landing page for 2 weeks
l Featured on home page sidebar for 1 week 

l Featured on category sidebar for 4 weeks
l Option to include Gallery
l Facebook post x 1
l Post live on site for 12 months

SPONSORED POST: “FEATURED POST” (WEB ORIGINAL)
Original article (max 400 words) by BAZAAR editorial team, includes: 

EDITORIAL SHOWCASE: “IN-DEPTH FEATURE” (REPLICATED FROM PRINT)
Original article (max 600 words) by BAZAAR editorial team, includes: 
l A1 insertion in Harper’s BAZAAR  
digital magazine
l Option to include Gallery
l MPU/Mobile MPU @ ROS
l Anchor Slider on category landing page 
for 4 weeks

l Anchor Slider on home page for  
a minimum of 3 days 
l Includes Facebook post x 1
l Post live on site for 12 months

l A1 insertion in Harper’s BAZAAR  
digital magazine
l Option to include Gallery
l MPU/Mobile MPU @ ROS
l Anchor Slider on category landing page 

for 4 weeks

l Anchor Slider on home page for  
a minimum of 3 days 
l Includes Facebook post x 1
l Post live on site for 12 months

EDITORIAL SHOWCASE: “IN-DEPTH FEATURE” (WEB ORIGINAL)
Original article (max 600 words) by BAZAAR editorial team, includes: 

A1 INSERTION (DIGITAL TABLET)
HTML page insert in Harper’s BAZAAR digital magazine; ROB position

ENHANCEMENT (DIGITAL TABLET)



ADVERTISING DIRECTOR
Sandra Chua 
csandra@sph.com.sg

CONTACT

SPH Magazines Pte Ltd 
1000 Toa Payoh North,  
News Centre Level 8,  
Annexe Block,  
Singapore 318994.  
Tel: 6319 6319   
Email: bazaar@sph.com.sg


